
Compliance campaign 2021

Between 1 March and 31 August 2021, SafeWork SA undertook a compliance campaign focusing on managing risk of 
falls in residential construction.

The objectives of the campaign were to:
• Measure compliance in the residential construction sector against managing risk of fall regulations, and
• Ensure that person(s) with management and control of the workplace met their shared work health and safety

obligations and responsibilities.

Managing risk of falls in residential construction

135 
elevated workplaces identified during 

the campaign

8 88 50 
Contractors Persons with

management 
and control 

Builders

32% of contractors had adequate control measures in place to minimise the risk of a fall when engaged by a PCBU, 
compared to 24% having controls in place when engaged by a home owner. 100% of builders did not meet compliance. 

were issued185 statutory notices 102  prohibition notices
83 improvement notices

Top 5  
Reasons for issuing Improvement notices

Top 5 
Reasons for issuing Prohibition notices

 
35% The provision and maintenance
of safe scaffolds.

25% Working in the vicinity of an edge over
which a person could fall.

20% Working in the vicinity of an opening
(void) through which a person could fall.

12% Working on a pitched roof without
controls in place to minimise a fall.

6% The unsafe use of portable ladders. 

    29% Failure to prepare a Safe Work Method
Statement where there was a risk to a person 
falling more than 3 metres. 

20% The provision and maintenance of safe
scaffolds.

17% Failure of the person with management and
control of the workplace to consult, co-operate and 
co-ordinate activities with the contractor 
undertaking the work at height.

11% The unauthorised alteration of a scaffold.

8% The unsafe use of portable ladders. 

34 
Construction
projects 

SafeWork SA Inspectors conducted 96 site visits and 146 compliance audits during the campaign. 

These audits also included 34 construction projects where a principal contractor was in 
management and control of the workplace.

Only 18% of principal contractors had arrangements in place to ensure contractors met 
compliance when working at height.



Duty holders ca

hierarchy of control:

Least
effective 

Eliminate the risk by, where practicable, 
doing all or some of the work on the 
ground or from a solid construction.

Use a passive fall prevention device 
such as scaffolds, perimeter screens, 
guardrails, safety mesh or elevating 
work platforms.

Use a positioning system, such as a 
travel-restraint system, to ensure 
employees work within a safe area.

Use a fall arrest system, such as a 
harness, catch platform or safety nets, 
to limit the risk of injuries in the event 
of a fall.

Use a fixed or portable ladder.

Implement administrative controls. 

Obstructed access to and from the ladder with 
workers having to climb over or through guardrails.

Openings in edge protection or work platform at 
points of access to working platforms were not 
protected with a gate or hatch. 

No safe entry and exits provided on every working 
platform.

Unauthorised alterations to the scaffold.

Missing edge protection at the open sides and ends 
of platforms.

Platforms not installed on a flat plane with lap 
boards not installed correctly.

Gaps between the structure and the platform edge 
were greater than 225mm.

No clear access on working platform.
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 13 23% 
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19 42% 

Working on non-compliant scaffolds
ucing the risk of a fall

Roofer 

Cladder           / 
Brick layer 

Carpenter / 
Steel framer 

Plasterer /
Renderers

Electrical /
Solar installer

 No edge protection in place

No controls in place while working on a 
pitched roof 

 Voids and non-compliant scaffolds

Only administrative control used 

Top 5 occupations at risk

   Most 
effective 

Reducing the risk of a fall

Injuries caused by falls are more likely to be 
life-threatening than most other types of 
injuries. Duty holders can in accordance with 
the hierarchy of control: 

Scaffolds 

SafeWork SA identified 53 scaffold types used 
at 45 workplaces. Only 19% of those scaffolds 
met compliance. The key safety areas 
identified included:

    Trade                Audits  Compliance       Most common risks 




